Rock Bottom: The Series

Three books combined in one cover! Book
1 Vincent Johnson is everything a woman
wants in a man Saved, Single, Successful,
and Sexy! Natasha Thomas has given up
on finding that mystical creature known as
the perfect man. Imagine her surprise when
Prince Charming drives up in his Range
Rover! Certainly, he is too good to be true.
Something has to be wrong with him.
Mystical creatures do not exist! Or do
they? Rock Bottom is an adult fairytale that
details Vincents journey from on top of the
world to dreaming about the day he will hit
Rock Bottom.
Book 2
Tasha is
devastated by Vincent choosing the other
woman in his life over her his mother!
Donya finds herself all tangled up in a web
of deceit with Derrick, while Reverend
Mark Chambers begs her to walk away.
Find out who is in the hospital and why
Ashley beats Tasha there. When Mark
makes his boldest move ever in the game
of chess to win Queen Donya, the end
game could be devastating! Book 3 Is
Derrick, Mark, both or neither destined to
love Donya to death? The girlfriends gather
to support each others personal triumphs
and tragedies, as the intimate details of
Tanisha and Jermaines love affair unfolds.
Exactly who is Jermaine Walker? Ashley
disturbs the peace by speaking her piece
while carrying a piece! The Rock Bottom
Series is filled with love and happiness,
drama and suspense, joy and pain.
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